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Study on the three-PhaSe Flow oF the water tranSFer exPort elbow  
oF natural GaS hydrate

The Euler multiphase flow and population equilibrium model were used to simulate the three-phase 
flow field in the bubble expansion stage of the outlet curved pipe section. The influence of the ratio of 
the bending diameter and the volume fraction of the gas phase on the pressure loss is revealed, and the 
safety range of the optimum bending diameter ratio and the volume fraction of the outlet gas phase is 
determined. The results show that the three-phase flow in the tube is more uniformly distributed in the 
vertical stage, and when the pipe is curved, the liquid-phase close to the pipe wall gathers along the pipe 
flank to the outside of the pipe, the solid phase is transferred along the pipe flank to the inside of the 
pipe, and the gas phase shrinks along the pipe flank to the inner centre. The maximum speed of each 
phase of the three-phase flow in the elbow is at the wall of the tube from 45° to 60° inside the elbow, 
and the distribution law along the axial direction of the pipe is about the same as the distribution law of 
volume fraction. The pressure loss of the elbow decreases with the increase of the bend diameter ratio, 
when the bend diameter ratio increases to 6, the pressure loss of the pipe decreases sharply, and the 
pressure loss decreases slowly with the increase of the bend diameter ratio. When the gas phase volu-
me score in the elbow reaches 70%, there will be an obvious wall separation phenomenon, to keep the 
system in a stable working state and prevent blowout, the gas phase volume score should be controlled  
within 60%.
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natural gas hydrate, also known as combustible ice, is considered to be the most ideal alterna-
tive energy source for the 21st century [1]. Currently, the most promising method for commercial 
exploitation of submarine gas hydrates is the cutter suction mining methods [2,3]. The cutter suc-
tion mining method is a kind of solid-state mining method, which is aimed at a digenetic hydrate 
deposit with a bare sea surface or a shallow cover layer. The schematic diagram of the mining 
system is shown in Fig. 1. The specific working process of the mining system is as follows [4].

Submarine mining vehicles rely on the front cutter head to break up the hydrate deposits 
and pipette them into the auxiliary pump. under the action of the auxiliary pump, the granular 
hydrate is sent to the hose drawn by the buoyancy ball, and then the particles enter the main slurry 
pump. The high-power main slurry pump draws hydrates into vertical pipes of several kilometres. 
When it is lifted through the pipeline, the tube flow pressure is lowered and the temperature is 
raised. After reaching the critical surface, the hydrate begins to decompose part of the methane 
to make the fluid into a solid-liquid-gas three-phase flow. After flowing through the bend at the 
exit, it flows into the surface hydrate separator.
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of submarine gas hydrate cutter suction mining system

The decomposition of hydrates makes solid-liquid two-phase flow transportation into solid-
liquid-gas three-phase flow transportation, which is very likely to cause a blowout accident. 
Safe mining and pipeline transportation are important issues in gas hydrate mining. The study 
of gas hydrate decomposition sites and three-phase flow in hydraulic lifting pipelines is critical 
for safe mining [5,6].

in the study of the three-phase flow of natural gas hydrate pipeline, Wei et al. [7] used the 
method of hypothesis correction after indirect calculation and studied the problem of matching the 
structural parameters of the hot pipeline transportation in weather. given the solid-state fluidisa-
tion mining scheme, Southwest petroleum university Jiang et al. [8] and Zhou et al. [9] studied 
the gas hydrate sending gas to the ring air pipeline, modelled the process of bringing natural gas 
hydrate back to the sea through the ring air pipe after breaking, and obtained the multiphase flow 
characteristics of the ring air pipeline.

Afzali et al. [10], with the three-phase flow pipeline of oil and gas, studied different flow 
patterns corresponding to different pressure loss calculation methods. li and Ma. [11] studied 
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the pressure loss of the three-phase flow segment of the pipeline. li et al. [12], respectively, us-
ing the Euler model and CFD-pBM (“Computational Fluid Dynamics” Abbreviated as “CFD”, 
“population Balance Model” Abbreviated as “pBM”) model for large gas phase volume fractions, 
hydraulically vertical pipe solid liquid gas three-phase flow simulation calculation.

The research on the flow state of elbow fluid is predominantly concentrated in the study of 
single-phase flow and two-phase flow. Zhan et al. [13] studied the distribution of velocity and 
pressure field in the elbow and carried out theoretical analysis and numerical simulation of the 
secondary flow (Dean vortex) of layer and turbulence. Su et al. [14] studied the wall separation 
phenomenon and its adverse effects of single-phase flow in the elbow flow field.

natural gas hydrate is different from the traditional seafloor ore, it is formed under high 
pressure and low-temperature conditions, the pressure reduction and temperature increase will 
affect its balance so that it decomposes the natural gas. The decomposition of hydrates makes 
the two-phase flow transport of solid-liquid into solid-liquid gas three-phase transport, which 
can easily cause blowout accidents. Safe mining and transportation are important subjects in 
natural gas hydrate mining. Therefore, the research on the three-phase flow of natural gas hydrate 
pipelines is of great significance to safe exploitation [15].

1. numerical simulation

1.1. Geometric models and meshing

The exit elbow is designed to be 90°, to make the curve ratio have sufficient value range 
and the three-phase flow before entering the bend ingesting segment to fully develop, the verti-
cal segment axis and the exit plane distance is set to 5 m. The vertical segment axis and the inlet 
plane distance is set to 10 m. The centre of the bottom end of the curved pipe is the coordinate 
system origin. The vertical segment axis is in the direction of the Y-axis, and the horizontal seg-
ment axis is parallel to the X-axis.

The bend structure is simple, and a circular section o-type division is used along with 
a boundary layer that is encrypted by the Exponential rule, at which time the convergence speed 
and precision can meet the numerical calculation requirements. Fig. 2 shows the exit elbow model 
and the cross-section mesh division model.

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Elbow model and cross-sectional enlarged view; (a) Elbow model, (b) cross-sectional enlarged view
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1.2. basic assumptions

According to the actual working conditions of the deep-sea mining system operation, com-
bined with the principle of hydraulic transmission, the limitations of numerical calculation and 
the feasibility of regular analysis, the following assumptions are made:

(1) The solid phase and the liquid phase are continuous incompressible fluids. The gas 
phase obeys the r-K equation of state.

(2) The main phase is seawater, the secondary phase is hydrate deposit particles, and the 
third phase is methane. Both the solid phase particles and the gas phase bubbles are 
spherical.

1.3. numerical simulation models and Governing equation

Due to the low pressure at the outlet elbow, the bubble volume fraction is large, the bubbles 
are concentrated and broken very violently to make the simulation more accurate, and the Euler 
Multiphase Flow and population Balance Model (pBM) are selected. The CFD-pBM model is 
used to deal with bubble populations in three-phase flow, and in the solid-liquid gas system, the 
flow is in different flow patterns, depending on the apparent gas velocity and the apparent liquid 
velocity [16].

The bubble distribution, volume fraction and rising speed are all related to the bubble size, 
and the flow pattern is also closely related to the bubble size and distribution. quantitative de-
scription of bubble size distribution is precisely the advantage of the pBM model. According to 
the bubble size distribution, the interaction between phases can be calculated, and the fluid flow 
state within different flow types can be more accurately simulated [17]. For the bubble expansion 
segment, the analysis of the bubbles selects the pBM model, which is mainly affected by the 
traction force, the additional mass force caused by the accelerated motion, the radial-lift force, 
the turbulent diffusion force and the wall lubrication force. The control equation is as follows.

The continuity equation for each phase is:
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where ρ is the density (kg/m3); q is the phase code (g is the gas phase, l is the liquid phase, and 
s is the solid phase); t is the time (s); u is the velocity (m/s); and i is the coordinate direction. 

Momentum equations for each phase is:
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where j is the phase component (kg/m3); p is the pressure (pa); μ is the viscosity (pa·s); g is the 
gravity acceleration (9.81 m/s2); Fq is the unit mass force of fluid micelles (n/m3); Cv is the 
volume fraction; and uD is the slip speed (m/s). 
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group balance equation [18]:
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where n(v, t ) is bubble distribution function; a (v, v' ) is bubble convergence and rate function; 
b(v, v' ) is bubble Break rate Function; β(v, v' ) is a probability density function.

in the formula (3), the first item on the right represents “bubbles gather and generate”, the 
second item on the right represents “bubbles gather and die”, the third item on the right represents 
“bubble break generation”, and the fourth item on the right represents “bubble breaks and dies”.

Multiphase flow elbow transport is a swirl, and the rng κ-ε model takes into account the 
rotation flow in the flow by correcting the turbulence viscosity [19], and the transport equation is: 
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in the above formula:
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in the above formula, k is turbulent energy, m2/s2; ε is turbulence dissipation rate; u is the 
average speed of time, m/s; Gk is effect of compressible turbulence pulsating expansion on total 
dissipation; αk and αε are the inverses of the effective prandtl number of turbulent energy k and 
turbulent dissipation ε, respectively.

hydrates are decomposed and reach the sea soon after, and the reduction of large-grain hy-
drates in the pipeline is very small and negligible. pipe pressure is reduced near the outlet, hydrate 
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decomposition accelerates, gas phase volume fraction increases bubbles (called bubble expan-
sion segments), and the pBM model simulates the fragmentation and convergence of bubbles.

Setting model boundary conditions, the import boundary is the speed entry. The exit bound-
ary is the pressure outlet. The wall boundary is a solid, non-slip wall surface. The pBM model 
divides bubbles into 5 groups, and the specific parameter settings are shown in Table 1. 

TABlE 1

Elbow flow analysis parameters

Parameters unit numerical Parameters unit numerical
vertical tube length mm 8000 Solid phase volume fraction / 25%

horizontal tube length mm 3000 gas phase volume fraction / 10%
pipe diameter mm 500 Maximum diameter of bubbles mm 16

velocity m/s 4 Bubble minimum diameter mm 1
Bend ratio / 4 ratio Exponent / 3

Solid phase diameter mm 15 Kv / 0.5236

1.4. Grid independence verification

To verify the influence of mesh size on the calculation results, four kinds of sizes were used 
to divide the pipeline model, and the corresponding mesh numbers were 0.36 million, 0.85 mil-
lion, 1.12 million and 1.84 million. Selecting three points from the pipeline inlet 1 m, 2 m and 
5 m in the model, and the specific coordinates of three points are M1 (0, 50, –1000), M2 (0, 
–50, –2000), M3 (0, 0, –50000). At the same working condition, using four kinds of meshes to 
simulate and analys e the solid phase concentration at three points. 
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Fig. 3. grid size-independent validation results

hydrates are decomposed and reach the sea soon after, and the reduction of large-grain 
hydrates in the pipeline is small enough to be negligible. pipe pressure reduces near the outlet, 
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hydrate decomposition accelerates, gas-phase volume fraction increases bubbles (called bub-
ble expansion segments), and the pBM model simulates the fragmentation and convergence of 
bubbles. 

Setting model boundary conditions, the import boundary is the speed entry. The exit bound-
ary is the pressure outlet. The wall boundary is a solid, non-slip wall surface. The pBM model 
divides bubbles into 5 groups, and the specific parameter settings are shown in Table 1. 

2. analysis of numerical simulation results

2.1. analysis of flow field in the exit elbow

Fig. 4 shows a cloud map of the volume fraction distribution of each phase on the pipeline 
XoY section. As can be seen from this graph, the phases are relatively evenly distributed in the 
vertical rise stage. When passing through the elbow, the state of motion is also different due to 
the different density and kinetic energy of each phase. in general, after the uniform fluid passes 
through the elbow into the horizontal segment, the solid liquid gas three phases are gradually 
layered according to the density size, the solid-phase is deposited downward, the liquid phase 
is concentrated in the middle of the pipeline, and the gas phase floats in the upper most layer.

Fig. 5 shows the volume fraction distribution cloud map at the point of the rising segment 
Y = 2 m, 4 m, 6 m, 8 m section of each phase. As can be seen from the figure, the particles and 
gases are attached to the pipe wall, and the liquid phase forms a clear water ring inside the gas-
solid dense ring. When the particle phase speed and volume fraction are relatively low, the solid 
phase is easy to close to the pipe wall.

(liquid phase) (Solid phase) (gas phase)

Fig. 4. volume fraction on pipe XoY cross-section

Further analysis reveals that at Y = 8 m the clear water ring has shifted to the outside of 
the curved pipe (the outside of the circle in the figure is the outside of the pipe and the left side 
is the inside of the pipe), which indicates the beginning of the change in the distribution of each 
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phase. The outward offset of the clear water ring is also the thinning of the water ring on the 
outside of the elbow, and the water ring on the inside of the elbow becomes thicker, which is 
caused by the pipe bending to the inside and the external fluid being shifted to the inside, caused 
by the accumulation of the inner fluid.

Y = 8 m 

Y = 6 m 

Y = 4 m 

Y = 2 m 

 Liqquid phase SSolid phase 

 

 
Gas phase (liquid phase) (Solid phase) (gas phase)

Fig. 5. From bottom to up Y-2,4,6,8 phase volume fraction distribution cloud

Fig. 6 shows the bending segments are 0°, 15°, 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°, 90°, of the cross-section 
at the volume fraction distribution cloud map. As can be seen from this figure: with the increase 
of angle, the liquid phase along the pipe flank gradually gathered to the outside of the pipe, form-
ing a crescent. it is due to the mainstream direction of the fluid to the inner offset squeeze of the 
inner liquid of the pipe, the original direction of the inner liquid of the pipe is vertically upwards, 

(liquid phase) (Solid phase) (gas phase)

Fig. 6. volume fractions of phases at each angle cross-section of the bending segment
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due to the inertia, the direction of the liquid is still in upwards orientation, and the inner liquid 
to the flank of the shift resistance is small, so the liquid phases along with the pipe flank shift.

Before 45°, the liquid phase is gathered and close to the wall of the tube. After 45°, the 
liquid phase begins to detach from the pipe wall, but it is still crescent-like. There are two main 
reasons for the above phenomenon. The first reason is that at the 45° position, the outer pipe 
wall of the pipe collides with the liquid that shifts from the flank, causing the liquid to change 
direction. The second reason is that at a position above 45°, the adhesion of the outer pipe wall 
of the pipe to the liquid is not sufficient to cancel out the gravity of the liquid. So the liquid 
phase falls down.

The solid phase is gradually transferred along the pipe flank to the inside of the pipe, and 
when transferred to the inner centre, it begins to accumulate, showing an upright hill shape. This 
is because the solid phase is dense and gravity-heavy, tending to shift down to the lower side of 
the tilting pipe.

The gas phase is divided into two parts under the squeeze of the solid-liquid phase. part of 
the part shrinks along the pipe flank toward the inner centre, squeezes it, slowly gathers toward 
the top of the solid phase. The other part is evenly distributed along the outside of the pipe and 
gradually gathers toward the pipe wall, presenting a small crescent-shaped gas-phase area at 90°.

   

   

   

(liquid phase)

(Solid phase)

(gas phase)

X = 5 X = 4 X = 3 X = 2

Fig. 7. horizontal segments of each phase volume fraction cloud map

Fig. 7 is the map of the volume fraction distribution of each phase at the horizontal seg-
ment X-2, X-3, X-4, X-5 (exit). in the above paragraph, you can see the process of changing the 
redistribution of the phases in the pipeline. The solid phase is concentrated and deposited at the 
bottom of the pipe, the high concentration area grows to a certain height and gradually widens, 
and the upper contour of the sub-high concentration area is gradually flattened by the circle. The 
concentration of the left and right flank wall is lower than that of the middle region, which is 
caused by secondary flow.
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A gas phase at the bottom of the pipe (inside the elbow) floats through the upper part of 
the pipe through the liquid phase above the solid phase and gradually converges on the top of 
the pipe (outside the elbow). The liquid phase is squeezed by the gas phase, which gathers from 
the top and bottom of the pipe to the middle, where the top is only squeezed by the gas phase, 
and the force is more uniform, so the level of the top of the liquid phase is slowly reduced. The 
bottom of the liquid phase is not only subject to the crowding of the solid phase, but also by 
the buoyancy of the gas phase, and the concentration distribution is affected by the gas phase 
through the liquid phase, more complex, in general, it will eventually reach the solid phase 
in the lower gas phase of the distribution. The inter-phase interface is affected by the secon- 
dary flow.

(liquid phase) (Solid phase) (gas phase)

Fig. 8. pipe XoY cross-section and vertical section Y-2,4,6,8 phase speed

Fig. 8 is the phase velocity distribution map of the pipe XoY section and vertical segment 
(from bottom to top Y-2, Y-4, Y-6, Y-8) section. Fig. 9 is a phase velocity distribution map on 
the angle D section of the curved sections of the pipe. Fig. 10 is the phase velocity distribution 
chart on the cross- section of the pipe horizontal segment (X-2, X-3, X-4, and X-5).

(liquid phase) (Solid phase) (gas phase)

Fig. 9. phase speed at each angle section of the bending segment
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As can be seen from Figs 8-10, the maximum speed of each phase is at the inside of the 
elbow at the wall of the pipe, 45° to 60°, and the speed in the middle of the pipe in the vertical 
rise stage is low. The high-speed zone of each phase of the bending stage moves from the outside 
to the inside and then offsets to the centre of the pipe. The two-phase velocity of the horizontal 
stage solid-fluid is concentrated in the middle, and the velocity distribution is about the same as 
the volume fraction distribution. The gas-phase velocity distribution is similar to that of solid-
liquid but more uniform, with a speed difference of only 2.51 m/s.

(liquid phase)

(Solid phase)

(gas phase)

X = 5 X = 4 X = 3 X = 2

Fig. 10. phase speed at each cross-section of the horizontal segment

2.2. exit elbow secondary flow

Yin research shows that when the elbow transports a single-phase flow, at the entrance of 
the bending section, the mainstream speed near the inner wall of the pipe increases faster, so the 
secondary flow moves from the outer wall to the inner wall [20]. Due to the existence of sec-
ondary flow, the curved segment presents the phenomenon that the outer wall pressure is small 
and the inner wall is opposite. The secondary flow of the three-phase flow and the secondary 
flow of the single-phase flow have both similarities and differences. The formation, position and 
range of the vortex core are related to the radial velocity of each phase, also affecting the radial 
distribution of each phase.

Fig. 11 shows a flow of velocity flow between the curved segment and the three-phase flow 
in the horizontal segment pipe. The direction of the screenshot is reverse flow along the horizon-
tal section of the pipe, the lower side connects the inner curvature of the curved segment, and 
the upper side connects the curved section curvature outside. As can be seen from the figure, at 
a position of 30°, the liquid phase on the left side of the pipe forms a vortex of a counterclockwise 
rotation and the vortex core that rotates clockwise on the right. As the elbow segment increases 
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with the angle, the vortex core moves to the inside of the pipe, and the high-speed zone gradu-
ally gathers in the inner.

When the horizontal segment vortex core first gathers to the centre, the intensity increases, 
and then the offset strength to both sides weakens the position of the vortex core, and its influ-
ence area gradually decreases, the range gradually reduces. in this process, the upper part of the 
left and right vortex core begins to be connected, the middle uniform ascent becomes wider and 
begins to form a new vortex nucleus.

The solid phase is the same as the liquid phase, at a position of 30°, the left side of the pipe 
forms a vortex of counterclockwise rotation, and the right side forms a vortex core that rotates 
clockwise. in the elbow section, the solid-phase vortex core strength is slightly weaker, and the 
influence area is slightly smaller. When the bending angle is not large, the position of the solid 
phase and the liquid-phase vortex core is approximately the same, but after 60°, the position of 
the solid-phase vortex core is lower than that of the liquid-phase vortex core, which is related to 
the large concentration of solid phase and the greater impact of gravity. To the horizontal seg-
ment, the solid phase vortex core moves down to the lower part of the pipeline, and the scope 
of the impact area is reduced.

The gas-phase vortex nucleus is formed late, and only after 30° gradually forms a vortex of 
counterclockwise rotation on the left side of the pipe and a vortex core that rotates clockwise on 
the right. in the elbow section, the gas-phase vortex core is first elongated from a more rounded 
shape to the lower, and after 75°, the long striped vortex core begins to move to the left and right 
sides and gradually returns to the circle. After the horizontal segment, the left and right vortex 
cores gradually disappear, while a new vortex core appears at the top of the pipe, counterclock-
wise on the left and clockwise on the right.

2.3. analysis of the effect of bend ratio to the flow field

The relative position of the elbow entrance and exit is unchanged, and the ratio of bend 
radius to the pipe diameter has a great effect on the three-phase flow.

(liquid  
phase)

(Solid  
phase)

(gas  
phase)

Fig. 11. Curved segments of each phase velocity flow chart
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Fig. 13 shows the volume fraction distribution of each phase at the exit section when r/d is 2, 
4, 6, and 8 at a speed of 3 m/s. Compared with Fig. 12, it can be seen from the graph that the speed 
decreases and the solid phase deposition accelerates. This is because of the free settling speed of a 

 

(liquid phase) (Solid phase) (gas phase)

r/d = 2

r/d = 6

r/d = 8

Fig. 12. At different bending diameter ratios, the volume fraction of each phase at the outlet (the speed is 4 m/s)

(liquid phase) (Solid phase) (gas phase)

r/d = 2

r/d = 6

r/d = 8

Fig. 13. The speeds is 3 m/s, the volume fractions of each phase at different bend sand s ratios
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certain situation, where the transmission speed is small relative to the amount of settlement. The 
curve ratio is 2, the lower part of the liquid phase at the exit is raised, that is, the upper depres-
sion of the solid phase, because the original vortex at the outlet of the pipe is moving towards 
the pipe wall and gradually disappearing, the new vortex core appears in the middle and grows.

Fig. 14 is a line chart of the ratio of bend diameter to pipe pressure loss at speeds of 3 m/s, 
4 m/s, and 5 m/s. From the figure, the pressure loss is relatively flat with the increase of the 
pipe bend ratio before the bend ratio is 5. When the curve ratio is between 5 and 6, the pressure 
loss decreases rapidly, and the pressure loss decreases slowly after 6, so the curve path ratio is 
reasonable compared to selecting 6.

Fig. 14. line chart of the relationship between pipe bend ratio and pressure loss

As can also be seen from Fig. 14, the pressure loss of the pipeline is not very different under 
different speed conditions. This is because the given entry has the same phase velocity, which can 
only be analysed if the decomposition critical surface is controlled at a higher position and the 
solid phase decomposition is small. in fact, when the solid phase decomposition occurs earlier, 
the decomposition is large, the distribution and speed of the phases before entering the elbow 
have been quite different. however, the gas phase speed is greater than the liquid phase speed, 
and the liquid phase velocity is greater than the solid phase speed. The specific situation is af-
fected by the flow type transformation, export pressure, three-phase flow transmission distance 
and other factors and therefore relying on segment analysis is not good.

2.4. analysis of the effect of gas phase volume fraction on flow field

Fig. 15 is a cloud map of the volume fractions of each phase at the piping XoY and outlet 
sections under the condition of the different gas phase volume fractions (50%, 60%, 70%). Through 
the XoY cross-section, it can be seen that, when the volume fraction is less than 60%, with the 
increase of gas-phase volume score, the solid phase particles gather more on the inside of the 
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bending segment, and the effect softens between them more violently. The separation degree of 
the two parts is more obvious in the liquid phase near the outer pipe wall and the liquid phase in 
the middle of the bending section of the pipe.

When the gas phase volume fraction continued to increase, the gas-solid two-phase in the 
rising segment near the inside of the pipe began to appear as an obvious wall separation phe-
nomenon. This is because the increase in gas phase buoyancy becomes larger, the velocity of 
each phase increases, the turbulence energy increases, and the turbulence energy entering the 
rising section before the elbow is affected by it, reaching the critical value, so that the boundary 
layer is separated. At this point, the solid phase aggregation on the inside of the curved segment 
is gradually moving down. The appearance of the wall separation phenomenon will cause the 
sharp vibration of the pipe, and corrosion damage at the wall separation, should be avoided, thus 
it is best to control the export volume fraction within 60%.
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Fig. 15. XoY cross-section and volume score at exit when different gas volume fractions
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3. experimental research

3.1. experimental Solutions

The experimental system adopts the deep-sea mining Yang experimental system of “deep-sea 
mineral resources development and utilisation of China’s national key laboratory”. The system 
has a vertical height of 30 m and a pipe diameter of 200 mm, allowing the hydro water transfer 
of 5000 m of undersea ore to be simulated by applying back pressure at the outlet. The chart 
diagram of the experimental platform is shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16. Working principle of the experimental platform
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Add the experimentally given nodule particles to the silo, fill the water tank with water, 
open the gate valve to fill the water package, and then start the two-stage slurry pump to extract 
the water from the water package into the lift pipe. Wait until the outlet of the pipeline is out of 
the water stability, adjust the variable frequency speed control box so that it is stable and stays 
in the required operating conditions and flow rate.

Start the feeder by adjusting the speed of the feeder to control the volume of the solid-phase 
particles at the bottom of the tube, to open the air pump adjustment flow at a certain speed into 
the middle of the pipeline gas. By observing the instrument data of the experimental system, it 
is adjusted to the required operating condition parameters.

3.2. analysis of experimental results

Change the back pressure of the pipe outlet, and measure the pressure loss of 5 m above 
and below the glass pipe of the experimental system for each experiment. The experimental 
values and simulation results of pressure loss gradient at different tube inlet velocity is shown in  
Table 2.

TABlE 2

pressure loss gradient at different tube inlet velocity

working condition Flow rate  
/(m/s)

experimental value  
/(Pa/m)

Simulation value  
/(Pa/m) Inaccuracy

The solid phase diameter 
is 20 mm, the solid phase 
volume fraction is 10%, 

and the gas phase volume 
fraction is 5%.

1.5 1499.68 1421.55 5.49%
2 779.46 723.62 7.72%
3 925.71 857.39 7.97%
4 1088.83 1017.32 7.03%
5 1222.64 1178.31 3.76%

it can be seen from the above experimental results that the experimental and simulation laws 
are consistent, and the relative error is small, all within 10%. This proves that the calculation 
model and simulation method used in this paper are feasible.

Fig. 17 is a line chart of the relationship between the gas phase volume fraction and the 
pipe pressure loss obtained by the numerical simulation and the experimental test at a speed of 
3 m/s. From the figure, it can be seen that at a 20% volume score or more, the pressure loss is 
negative, the exit elbow section no longer has pressure loss, and at this point, the gas phase of the 
lift is larger. This shows that positive work done by the buoyancy of the gas phase is sufficient to 
counteract the negative effects done on each phase, such as friction. With the increase of gas-phase 
volume fraction, the gas phase buoyancy increases and the pressure loss of the pipe decreases  
gradually.

in addition, it can be seen from Fig. 17 that numerical simulation and the system pressure 
loss curve of experimental tests tend to change the law. Compared with numerical simulation, 
the pressure loss obtained by the experimental test is greater than the numerical simulation value, 
which is due to the numerical simulation, which does not take into account the friction loss of 
the system, the loss of kinetic energy caused by the collision of solid-phase particles, and the 
dissipation of thermodynamic energy.
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The natural gas hydrate is transported in the pipeline, and it automatically precipitates, 
the export gas phase volume fraction changes with the transmission rate, pipeline temperature 
pressure and other factors. The export gas production rate should be controlled so that the gas 
phase volume fraction is within 60% to ensure the stability of the system and the safety of ex-
ploitation.

4. Conclusions

The analysis of the part of the outlet bending pipe is obtained, the effect of the distribution 
of the phases in the curved pipe, including the ratio of bend diameter and gas-phase volume on 
the three-phase flow field in the pipe is obtained. The main conclusions are as follows: 

(1) The three-phase flow in the tube is more uniformly distributed in each phase in the 
vertical stage, after the elbow, the liquid-phase is close to the pipe wall along the pipe 
flank to the outside of the pipe. A crescent-shaped formed and reached an angle of 
45 degrees, the crescent-shaped liquid phase off the pipe wall was located close to the 
centre of the pipe and slowly moved horizontally. The solid phase is the shift along 
the pipe flank to the inside of the pipe, and when it is transferred to the inner centre, it 
begins to accumulate, gradually taking on the shape of an upright hill whilst growing 
shorter and wider. The gas phase shrinks along the flank of the pipe to the inner centre, 
then gathers toward the top of the solid phase, and finally passes through the liquid 
phase to the top of the horizontal pipe. Finally, the solid gas phase is layered.

(2) The maximum speed of each phase of the three-phase flow in the elbow is at the inside 
of the elbow from 45 to 60 degrees, and the distribution law of the speed along the axial 
direction of the pipe is about the same as the distribution law of the volume fraction. 
The velocity distribution along the radial path is affected by the secondary flow, and 

Fig. 17. relationship between gas phase volume fraction and pressure loss
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the vortex core moves from the outside of the elbow to the inside of the elbow, which 
also affects the shape of the stacked solid-phase hill shape, the liquid-phase interface 
shape change and the shape of the gas-liquid interface. With the three-phase flow of 
transport, pressure reduction, bubble expansion, hydrate decomposition speed is ac-
celerated, and the gas-phase volume fraction is naturally larger. The pressure loss will 
gradually decrease, the buoyancy of the gas-phase to the solid-liquid does positive 
work. When the gas phase volume fraction reaches 70%, there will be an obvious wall 
separation phenomenon, so it should be controlled within 60% to keep the system in a 
stable working state. 

(3) At different pipe flow speeds, with the increase of the bending diameter ratio, the pres-
sure loss of the elbow shows a generally decreasing trend. When the bend ratio is less 
than 5, it maintains a large pressure loss. When the bend ratio increases to 6, the pipe 
pressure loss decreases sharply, and after that, the pipe pressure loss decreases slowly 
as the bend ratio increases. The bend ratio is different as the pipe pressure loss is not 
consistent with the change of pipe flow speed. When the bend diameter ratio is 6, the 
pipe flow speed and pressure loss increase, but the change of magnitude of the pipe 
flow speed on the pipe pressure loss is very small.
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